Recently, Fedelich and Zanzotto have developed a model for the nonisothermal pseudoelastic behaviour of a shape memory material and have conducted some numerical simulation experiments.
.
On the other hand, a mathematical analysis of the model of [l] is confronted with serious problems due to the discontinuous nature of the memory mechanism (not the actual stress-strain curves; they are continuous) which manifests itself as a discontinuity of the corresponding hysteresis operator. Under these circumstances, numerical simulations appear as a particularly attractive tool to gain some insight into the model, and consequently they have been undertaken in [l] . However, if one interprets the numerical results in such a situation, it is not obvious how to distinguish effects due to the model and effects due to the specific numerical method used for the simulation.
We 
so the elasticity modulus I< > 0 represents the slope and the constant A > 0 the horizontal width of the outer hysteresis loop delineating the region Q(T) of pseudoelasticity in 
Here, 2A represents the area of the hysteresis loop R(T), and
with given constants N and Q, fixes its vertical position according to the given temperature T. Outside of St(T), only pure states are allowed, namely austenite for u < a('1 and martensite for u > ,tU), so 2 = 0 if cr < 191 , 2 = 1 if cr > cJU1 .
Together, these restrictions define the set C(T) of admissible states (a, E, z) in R3 as C(T) = {(qe,t) f R3: (l), (2) and (5) hold}.
. i
The material law in the interior of 0(T) is based upon a memory mechanism involving the line of unstable phase equilibrium L(T) w 'c connects the upper left and the h h lower right corner of Q(T). Actually, any stress-strain evolution is accompanied by an evolution of the actual upper and lower yield stresses 8 and a determined with the aid of the line L(T); between these values, the phase fraction is met&able, i.e. z remains constant.
A precise formulation follows.
As functions of z and T, the values of stress and strain along L(T) are given by
Accordingly, the set C(T) f d o a missible states splits into its upper part C(")(T) and lower part C(')(T), (a, r, z) on the curve depicted in figure 2. In figure 2 we assume that P, E C(")(T). The In the former case the current upper and lower yield stress are r = max{a,,a,(zL.,T)}, e = a,(r,,T),
and the possible new values of the state P = (u, E, z) and the memory 
. a < fJ I 0. , 2 = 2.) .zL = ZL,
u<g, z=o, .zL = z..
Corresponding formulas hold in the case P. E C (I); to get them, the reader may easily modify (9) -(15) according to figure 2 a;~d the foregoing discussion. In both cases, we say that the state P = (a,~, z) with memory tr, is monotonely connected to the state P. = (u,, E,, zV) 
with aome memory zi,. . . , ti, zi is an admissible discrete evolution.
For deformation controlled experiments with constant temperature T, we may rephrase these definitions in operator terminology.
It is easy to see that, to any given sequence of strains 0 = fz" 1 12 ,"', en, there corresponds a unique admissible discrete evolution (P' = (ui,ei,zi),zi).
Let now E : [0, tj] + R be a continuous, piecewise monotone function with monotonicity partition (ti). We set ei = e(ti) and define the corresponding discrete evolution.
We then can obtain continuous, piecewise monotone functions u, z : [0, tr] + R in a unique manner such that u, E, z : [0, tr] --) R is an admissible piecewise monotone evolution. This yields a hysteresis operator W = (IV,, IV,),
such that W, and IV, both map a certain subset of C,, [O,tf] 
# set w(t) = (w7W), z(t) = (KW (18) where W = (IV,, IV,) is the hysteresis operator given in (16), taken for the reference temperature T,,,, and define
In this manner one obtains a nonisothermal hysteresis operator which maps the time evolution of T and e to the time evolution of 0 and z. Now consider a quasistatic evolution in orie space dimension. The corresponding partial differential equations have been derived in [l] as f-7, = 0,
where it4 and K, are constants and
In addition, at any space point z the pseudoelastic material law described above relates the functions T(z, a), E(Z, s), U(T, -) and z(z, -): We remark that for the simulation experiments described later we always have
so an increase of the phase fra.ction z, i.e. a transition from austenite to martensite, produces heat, whereas the opposite transition consumes heat. A mathematical analysis of the system (20) coupled with the hysteresis operator W of (16) Tly'l as a solution of (24), complemented
by the boundary conditions.
In this manner, we decompose the time step into an only "slightly" implicit step (to be described in the next sections) involving the nonlinear material law and the memory update, and an implicit linear step. The latter reduces to the solution of a linear tridiagonal system which requires only O(J) operations.
Simulation of a stress induced phase transition
We start with an unloaded specimen at constant temperature To, so the initial conditions
We keep the boundary temperature constant,
fix the left end of the bar at 0 and control the displacement U(t) of the right end, so e has to satisfy u(t) = JL+,+&.
(27)
For the computation, the control function U is replaced by discrete values U" = U(t,). We now describe how the stress-strain step from t, to tn+l in the basic algorithm of the preceding section is carried out. The discrete equations to be satisfied at t = t,+r are u n+l = h&+1, 
These are 2J + 1 equations with the same number of unknowns.
The map ,T1 has to realize the monotone connection from the state (an, $', zj") to the state (a"+', ejn+', zJ"+') in the current set C(Z"?) of admissible states, given the memory Zz,j. We have also added for convenience the memory variable v?, which has the value 1 if the previous stressstrain step ended in the region E(")(Z"~-' ); i.e. above the unstable phase equilibrium,
and -1 if it ended in C('l(T'-').
In the numerical algorithm, one has to specify (explicitly or implicitly) how the temperature variation interacts with the memory. We decided that the memory values "z,j shouid be updated only Gas a result of the stress-strain step, but not after the temperature step. This is natural, since we want to model stress-induced phase transitions, and actually helps to avoid certain numerical oscillations. However, due to the movement of the region a( 2') in the teml>era.ture step, the state (cP, E?, 21) with memory rZ,j may not be compatible with the position of Q(T'F). We therefore modify slightly the definition of the current upper and lower yield stress in (9). In the case ~1 = 1 (the other is analogous), we set ~~ = Illa'X{~n,a,(22,j,Tjn)} )
even if then q exceeds afU)(T') and we are outside R(Tj"), and
n Ej = min{ on, a,( zj", Tjn)} .
(After reading the following paragraphs, the reader easily checks that with these modifications, the algorithm will restore admissibility as quickly as possible.) For a given value ey+l, we can now define the new state (o"+~,$+~,z~+*) with the memory z;I" as the state P with memory IL constructed from P, = (cP,ep,zT) with memory 2~. according to (10) -(15), with the upper and lower yield stress given by (31) and (32). We may then interpret (30) as the formal definition of the monotone step map IV;?'. We next explain how to solve the systkm (28) -(30). Although it is in principle nonlinear, it can be solved rather efficiently, since the monotone step map IV::' is monotone and piecewise linear with respect to ey+l. We describe the procedure for the case u n+l > U". In this case we must obviously have a"+' 2 cr" and therefore for all j, 1 5 j 5 J. We define q as in ( 31) and sort these values in increasing order.
We now are at a point where another decision has to be made which has actually been left open in the model of [l) . If the upper yield stresses at two or more discrete space points are equal, it may happen that the solution to (28) is not unique, since there may be various combinations of intermediate phase fractions (and, hence, strains) on the upper yield stress line which give the sa.me sum in (28). (The same ambiguity is present in the continuous formulation.) We decided to remove this ambiguity by requiring that the phase fractions at all such space points have to be equal at the end of the current stress-strain step. We even go one step further and group the space points with almost equal values of q, i.e. we set q to a common equal value. Without this correction, roundoff noise tends to form a large number of phase boundaries in a portion of the bar which enters the pseudoelastic region at approximately the same time and temperature. We return to the main line of argument.
We observe that we may rewrite (28) with the aid of (29) where mn+l denotes the number of discrete space points in a pure martensite phase, .
and P+' denotes the sum of the phase fractions of all discrete space points in a mixed phase.
We now step through the sorted values q in increasing order until the right side of (34) tr. Then we switch to unloa.ding at the same rate. The results for several later time instances are presented in figures 5 and 6. During unloading, at first the space points in mixed phase transform ba.cl; to austenite the moment they hit the unstable phase equilibrium.
This occurs in a somewhat irregular sequence due to small fluctuations in temperature probably introduced by the numerical scheme. At time ts this process is completed, and new phase fronts start to move inward from the lateral boundary. We do not observe the martensite needle reported in [I] , so that may be an artifact. Except for this and our irregular fluctuations, there is again good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the results of (11. The third simulation starts off at the point tg of the second simulation, where the space points in mixed phase have developed some irregular structure. We again load, with the same rate as before, in order to force part of the mixed phase points to run through a hysteresis loop within the pseudoelastic region. As is to be expected from the construction of our method, these irregularities are amplified since now the mixed phase points transform to pure martensite again not in a uniform manner, but according to some nonmonotone temperature variation in the middle part of the sample, see the graphs in figures 7 and 8. This definitively contrasts with the results of [l] . Actually, it is currently under discussion how the number of phase fronts between austenite and martensite is related to the macroscopic pseudoelastic hysteresis loop, and the "irregular" behaviour of our method seems to have some counterpart in experimental observations. Of course, the point here is not to claim that our method is better, but to show how large qualitative differences may arise, if one applies natural, but differently constructed, methods to this problem due to its inherent cliscontinuities. T
which is compatible with (3i). We control the boundary temperature 29(t),
We interpret this setting in terms of the material law. Let us fix some space point 2. At this point, the pseudoelastic region 0(T) moves up and down due to the variation of the temperature, while the st,at,e stays on the horizontal line u = cry. A change in phase fraction and strain occurs only if the current (temperature dependent) yield stress equals QL. Aga.in, there is a question of modeling.
If the temperature is a strictly monotone function of time, then so is the current ,yield stress, and the state immediately jumps to the pure phase when the value UL is crossed. On the other hand, if we imagine that the temperature rema.ins constant for a finite time interval, then it is possible to enter the interior of Q(T) and to have a phase mixture at the same point. We did not want to decide this question a priori and implemented the stress-strain step in the basic algorithm in the following wa.y: Let cr", ET, z;, Z", fZ,j be given. Compute the current yield stresses q and ~7 according to (9). If g1;' 5 UL 5 i7; )
then we-are in the metastable situabion, and the phase fraction is not changed in this time step. Let us consider the case where UL < ~7' (the other is treated similarly). We define the new phase fraction by the formula. The space profiles of phase fraction and temperature at subsequent times are shown in figures 9 and 10 for n't = 10-s and in figures 11 and 12 for 6t = 10m6 seconds. As one notices particularly in figure 10 , the heat supply is consumed in the phase transition of [l] . It also turns out that the speed of the phase front does not depend on the time discretization (i.e., it seems t,o converge a.s 6t becomes small), whereas the slopes in the z profile are almost ent,irely discrctiza.tion dependent (the front gets sharper as 6t gets smaller).
For different heating rates we obtain the same results. These observations are somewhat in contrast to the interpretation of [l] . We want to present one more simdidioll.
Using the time step 6t = 10V4, we heat as before with the consta.nt, rate 1 I</sec until some time tl, and then start to cool at the same rate. The results are shown in figure 13. For some time (until t = ts) the phase front continues to move inward. Then the cooling makes itself felt and the front starts to move backward. Note tl1a.t the space points in mixed phase completely transform back to martensite (until t = t,;), before the pure austenites begin to transform. Since we cool at the ends, a sec.ond phase front starts to move inwards, while the first front remains more or less fixed. A similar pattern (elimination of mixed phased, then creation of a new front) develops if once again we revert to heating. 
